
Broker TMS Optional Modules

Optional modules save you time and money. Only pay 
for the features you need because your TMS should 
grow with you step for step.

Connect to DAT and other leading load boards
Post to DAT, 
Truckstop, or any 
other leading load 
board in one click

Find matching      
truck capacity  
quickly and easily

Update or cancel 
postings for 
dispatched loads 
automatically

Repost easily to   
keep loads at the    
top of the list

DAT Load Board

Post loads to your trusted carriers
Automate posting  
and dispatch 

Create private 
network groups 
for your preferred 
carriers 

Offer priority loads 
to your preferred 
carriers first

Carriers can accept 
the load and it will 
be automatically 
dispatched

Priority Booking and Private Network

Quick and easy carrier qualification

CarrierWatch®

Create a new carrier 
record and validate 
insurance, safety, 
and authority just by 
entering their DOT or 
MC number

Prevent accidental 
dispatch to 
uninsured carriers

Get real-time updates 
to track the authority, 
safety rating, and 
insurance status 
of the carriers you 
choose to monitor

Receive information 
and insurance for new 
carriers in one click
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One-click visibility from beginning to end
Initiate tracking     
with one click

Loads are auto- 
matically labeled 
as arrived, picked 
up and delivered

Load status and 
current location 
are automatically  
updated in the TMS

Optional email 
status updates 
can be delivered 
to your customers

DAT Freight Tracking

Boost customer service and sales success
Track sales activities 
instantly, including 
phone calls, emails, 
meetings, and quotes

Grow relationships 
with complete lead 
capture and follow up

Build revenues with 
trusted partners 
through the CRM

Monitor, compare, 
and improve 
productivity among 
sales staff

CRM Sales Module

Harness AI to automate document recognition and carrier payment
Email documents to a 
processing queue

Document types are 
identified and attached 
to the correct load

Carrier pay is 
automatically 
validated

You only handle excep-
tions, which is less 
than 10% of the time

HubTran Interface

Move toward a paperless operation
Get integrated access 
to standard imaging 
functions directly 
from TMS screens

Eliminate paperwork 
with electronic 
document indexing, 
storage, and retrieval

Get paid quicker with 
Rendition Billing to 
automate invoicing, 
copying, and collating 
paperwork

Email invoices with 
BOL's automatically 
attached

Imaging System
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Reduce typos and enable automatic pricing
Create and update charts for each customer 
with Rate Chart Maintenance

Set up common rate structures, including 
city/state, state, weights, miles, commodity, 
equipment, inbound rates, and zip codes

Rating Module

Rapidly assemble orders into consolidated loads Schedule pickups, print manifests, 
dispatch to a carrier, and route deliveries

LTL Consolidation Module

Support individual 
agents and teams

Limit outside agent and remote access 
to only their customers and loads

Control access to accounting 
and reporting functions

Give outside agents control over software functions 
and data access for seamless collaboration

Outside Agent Module

Support all required data sets for electronic data exchange with your customers

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) Module

Support the following data sets:
 - Load tenders (204): receive loads from shippers
 - Automatic or manual accepts/declines (990)
 - Acknowledgments (997)
 - Load status (214): Send pickup/delivery to shipper
 - Invoices (210): Send invoice to customer

Enable manual bulk resend of all transmissions 
within specific dates/times

Receive complete training from an EDI 
specialist for set-up and deployment


